Abstruct-This paper presents a method to apply progressive transmission to line drawings using the wavelet transform. Experiments have been conducted and showed that the wavelet transform, combined with a quantization step, performs progressive transmission using a data rate comparable to standard chain coding at the expense of almost no visually perceptible distortion.
I. INTRODUCTION
The amount of data required to encode graphical information is very high compared to numerical and alphanumerical information. This makes storage of graphical information very expensive. Another consequence of this huge amount of data is the large bandwidth that is needed for the transmission of graphical information. A practical example can easily illustrate this difficulty. Suppose we have a digital picture of size 256x256 pixel, each pixel encoded with eight bits. If we want to transmit this image, line by line, over a narrowband channel such as a telephone line using a 1200 b/s modem, it takes 7.28 min for the complete transmission of the digital picture. In order to reduce storage costs and transmission time, many techniques can be found in the literature [l] , [2] that reduce the amount of data necessary to encode graphical information. Although the amount of data can be reduced efficiently using these techniques, it is essential to wait for the transmission to end before it is possible to recognize the contents of the graphic. This problem is not due to the amount of data, but by the rigid order in which the data is transmitted (line by line).
To alleviate this matter, progressive transmission [3] first sends a low-resolution approximation for recognition purposes. Then this low resolution approximation is refined progressively by further transmission. Or, in other words, progressive transmission hierarchically reorganizes the information of an image in such a way that early recognition becomes possible. Progressive transmission uses the image understanding of the human user. When a human is the end user of the transmitted image, this method of information reorganization of an image can result in extreme bandwidth savings. An user may know the general characteristics of the image he/she is looking for, and could thus make a positive decision about the image (want/don't want or stopkomplete transmission) with much less information than required for a normal, sequentially scanned transmission at full resolution.
Applications of progressive transmission are, for instance, "telebrowsing" remote image databases, interactive graphics with a remote computer, and teleconferencing. Therefore, the authors got motivated to investigate progressive transmission of line drawings.
Until now, all research in progressive transmission has been concentrated in the field of 2-D images (e.g., photographs). Indeed, the usually more modest data rates for line drawings could be the reason why no techniques for progressive transmission of graphical representations of line drawings can be found in the literature. To the Manuscript received November 28, 1993; revised July 7, 1995. The associate editor coordinating the review of this work and approving it for publication was Dr. Michael Unser.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1057-7149(96)02756-X. authors' best knowledge, we are the first to propose to use progressive transmission for line drawings. The application of progressive transmission for many existing line drawings, viz. engineering drawings, geographical maps, and contours extracted from grey-level images can be interesting, although they are encoded using considerable numbers of bits.
This paper gives the first insight into the application of progressive transmission for line drawings. Future work on this topic is recommended.
11. LINE DRAWINGS Examples of line drawings are signatures, engineering drawings, and geographical maps. Clearly, they differ from other graphics, viz. photographs because they only consist of lines, curves, and text projected at a usually white background. Therefore, representing line drawings and progressive transmission of line drawings will also be different. One way to encode line drawings would be the use of run-length coding, which encodes sequences of black or white pixel and has found a practical application in digital facsimile systems [4] . Because this technique, however, also encodes the background, which does not carry any information, run-length coding is not a very efficient way to encode line drawings. It is found that chain coding is a more efficient way for line drawings [5] . Chain coding, pioneered by Freeman [6] in the 1960's, approximates the curves of a line drawing by a set of straight line segments. The quantization step is carried out by overlaying the original line drawing with a square lattice and connecting the lattice nodes closest to the original line drawing with straight line segments. If we regard these line segments as being vectors pointing from one node to the following node, eight different directions are possible. Freeman proposed to encode these vector strings by encoding the absolute coordinates of the starting node of each curve and encoding the directions of all following vectors in the string using a coding ring. An encoding example is illustrated in Fig. 1 . A drawback of chain coding is its sensitivity to transmission errors; when one segment is incorrectly received, the remainder of the drawing will be placed at a wrong position. Another possible method that is less susceptible to errors is to represent line drawings by means of lists of sample point coordinate pairs.
After reviewing the various techniques to perform progressive transmission of grey-level images [7] , a good progressive coding technique should provide the following six features: i) use of previously sent data for the next approximation; ii) low correlation between successive transmissions; iii) low correlation between neighboring 1057-7149/96$05.00 0 1996 IEEE Fig. 2 . Progressive transmission of line drawings using the wavelet transform. pixels; iv) fast recognizability; v) lossless transmission; and vi) amount of data equal to or less than ordinary encoding.
PROGRESSIVE TRANSMISSION USING THE WAVELET TRANSFORM
In [SI, a study is presented on the development of a hierarchical planar curve descriptor using the biorthogonal wavelet transform. This descriptor decomposes curves into components of different scales. The applications discussed include character recognition and shape deformation, and show the invariance, uniqueness, and stability properties of the descriptor. A comparison of curves reconstructed by Fourier descriptors and wavelet descriptors proved that the Fourier descriptor is not efficient in describing shapes with only local deformation. A small perturbation of one parameter of the Fourier descriptor will affect the entire boundary of a shape. However, the wavelet descriptor provides a scheme to model local and global deformation. That is why we decided to study the performance of the wavelet transform for progressive transmission, and At the receiver these signals are decoded by the decoders H-' and reconstructed by W-l to the approximation Sb(k). Because the line drawings used were created by a writing tablet or by contour-extracted bitmap graphics, the sample coordinates were not equally spaced. However, the wavelet transform expects equidistant samples. Therefore, a linear interpolation step was performed producing equidistant samples for both z and y coordinates.
The wavelet transform can be looked at as a multiresolution decomposition of z and y samples [9] . This decomposition consists of the initial approximation and the detail signals. For the boundary points, a circular symmetry is assumed, which gives the lowest distortion for closed shapes. Line crossings and endings have not been treated in a special way, so a small deterioration will occur at the endings dependent on the size of the filter.
The wavelet transform has turned the original coordinate signals ~( 1 ; ) and y(k) of the line drawing into two columns of floating point numbers. Clearly, the direct transmission of these columns will take a long time to complete. To obtain a data rate comparable to that of standard chain coding, data compression techniques can be used. Quantization, combined with an efficient bit allocation and an appropriate encoding strategy (Huffman encoding) can accomplish this reduction task at the expense of a distortion unnoticeable to the human eye [Ill. As far as quantization is concerned, the process can be split into three steps: i) statistical measurements; ii) histogram fitting; and iii) Max-Lloyd quantization.
Statistical Measurements: In order to construct an efficient quantization scheme, we have measured the statistics of five test line drawings, see Fig. 3 . Three of them, Fig. 3(a) -(c), were created using the writing tablet; the other two ( Fig. 3(d) and ( Histogram Fitting: In order to have a mathematical description of the measured histogram, it is essential to find a known mathematical description that resembles our histogram sufficiently close. One such description is the generalized Gaussian probability density function (PDF), as follows:
Note two special cases for the parameter e. For c = 1.0, we have the Laplacian PDF, and for c = 2.0, we have the well-known Gaussian PDF. The chi-squared test was applied for the fitting of the data of the measured normalized histogram to the generalized Mu-LZoyd Quantization: Note that there are models to represent the statistics of the various wavelet coefficients. The Max-Lloyd approach [12] can be used to construct optimum quantizers. Therefore, optimum decision levels are given by
The results of the chi-squared statistic for generalized Gaussian PDF's computed with parameter c ranging from 0.5 to 0.8 are illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . Obviously, the minimum, which corresponds with the best fit, lies somewhere between 0.5 and 0.6. In Fig. 407 ) we see how closely the generalized Gaussian with c = 0.5 fits the normalized histogram.
As mentioned earlier, only the D wavelet signals obtained by filtering with filter g ( n ) have histograms corresponding to the generalized Gaussian PDF with c = 0.5. The S signals, representing the coarsest approximation of the line drawing with only 16 coordinate pairs, have a more-or-less random density. Taking differences between successive coefficients and then computing the histogram of these difference coefficients, a histogram that is relatively the same for all S signals of the various line drawings is acquired. Applying the chi-squared test on these histograms, an optimum value for c = 2.0 (see Fig. S(a) ) can be found, which is the well-known Gaussian PDF. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the fit of the difference coefficients histogram to the Gaussian PDF is reasonable (see Fig. S(b) ). Resuming, the generalized Gaussian with c = 0.5 for all D signals can be used, whereas the differential S signals can be modeled with the specific Gaussian PDF.
The corresponding representation levels are given by
The more levels a quantizer has, the more bits are needed to encode the quantizer's output. How many bits have to be assigned to each quantizer in order to minimize the total distortion for a specified data rate? To answer this question, it is assumed that the total distortion rate D(w) and the total data rate R ( u ) can be considered as being sums of the individual distortion rates d(w) and individual data rates
of each quantizer U . The problem is finding the optimal vector U that minimizes the overall distortion for a certain data rate. Westerink [ 111 described an algorithm using a parameter as a measure of efficiency. The larger the measure, the more efficient is the allocation of quantizer w, to frequency band n. Because the described algorithm to construct the quantizers does not assume integer number of bits, the representation levels of the quantizers can be encoded with variable-length codes (Huffman code). The principle of the Huffman code is to assign long codewords to quantization levels with a low probability of occurrence and to assign short code words to those levels having high probability of occurrence. Fig. 6 shows the original sample line drawings overlaid with the final reproductions coded using three, two and one b/sample. Three b/sample is approximately the same rate as that of standard chain coding. As to be seen, shapes containing many high-frequency components (Zig Zag and Fractal images) have larger distortions when encoded using two b/sample and one b/sample. This can be explained by the fact that the quantization step regards high-frequency wavelet coefficients as less important than low-frequency ones. A more quantitative illustration of the performance of the system is given in Tables I-V. In these tables, the total rate necessary to encode the final approximations, the mean square error (MSE) of a signal f ( n ) defined by
Iv. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
and the relative MSEf expressed by are given for an average number of b/sample of three, two and one.
In Fig. 7 , a comparison between normal transmission using standard chain coding and progressive transmission using the wavelet transform method is given. For equal bit rates we can conclude that using the progressive transform method, the contents of the drawing can be recognized in an earlier stadium as is the case using normal transmission.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We have presented an approach for progressive transmission of line drawings using the wavelet transform. Since the line drawings were represented by the coordinates of sample points, a quantization step is necessary to reduce the amount of data to the amount used by standard chain coding. When coding the original coordinates using 22 b/sample (resolution 2048 x 2048), this step yields a compression ratio of seven or more at the expense of an unnoticeable distortion. Recognition of the contents of the line drawing is possible right from the beginning of the transmission.
The following recommendations are made for fnture studes. 3-D information about a scene, then camera calibration data must be available, and the use of the epipolar constraint relies on a simple geometrical computation. However, there are other applications [SI, such as object recognition and photogrammetry, where accurate calibration is unnecessary or difficult to obtain and where the epipolar constraint has to rely on assumptions about the camera geometry. The present work aims to provide a solution for the latter case.
As may be inferred from the above, stereo disparity analysis may be facilitated by first producing a vertically aligned stereo pair and then applying to it an algorithm that performs a 1-D search along the image scan lines in order to establish a dense field of point correspondences.
There is extensive literature on the reconstruction of a scene and/or the determination of object or camera motion from point correspondences between two views [6] - [9] . However, the task of establishing the transformations for rectification of the images is not trivial; therefore, our approach is limited to the determination of the continuously varying vertical misalignment in the commonly used convergent stereo camera system. This makes the problem more explicit but also simpler to approach since it avoids the use of strong assumptions about the imaging geometry. The advantages include simple implementation and fast rectification by means of image resampling.
In later sections, we describe a procedure that generates a vertically aligned stereo pair for uncalibrated camera arrangements where the assumption that conjugate epipolar lines are collinear is invalid.
EPIPOLAR GEOMETRY
Conjugate epipolar lines in the images of a stereo pair are collinear to each other (and consequently parallel to the horizontal scan lines of the images) only when the cameras are arranged with their optical axes parallel and perpendicular to the line connecting their optical centers (baseline) and are separated by a simple horizontal shift (a parallel stereo camera system). In any other case, epipolar lines are not collinear, which translates to a nonzero and position-dependent vertical coordinate of disparity. Making implicit use of the epipolar constraint by assuming that the vertical disparity component can be taken as zero can introduce severe errors during the matching process if the stereo camera arrangement is far from parallel. Fig. 1 illustrates the camera arrangement for convergent stereo.
The X axis of the world coordinate system is defined by the baseline.
Throughout this section, it is assumed that rotation of either camera 1057-7149/96$05.00 0 1996 IEEE
